
JOHN W. NORTON: THE ARTIST 

'' An artist's media are his colors plus his mind 
-( with these he interprets but never chooses )-for 
his material he uses only what the irifallible pointer 
of his instinct gives him.'' 

-JOHN NORTON, in a letter, 1933

HICAGO, at the turn of the century, was hardly the place for 

the inception of a mural painter, yet it was at this time that John 

Norton began his career. In considering his work, it is necessary 

to keep in mind this fact and to charge partially against it the slow 

development of his art, for it was only in the last eight of his thirty 

or so years of creative activity that great commissions inspired him 

to draw on the deep wells of his g½nius. Of the intervening years, 

the first ten were spent in work that gave him little opportunity or 

incentive to discover himself as a mural painter, and the next 

fourteen were used ih executing various commissions valuable to 

him rather as experiments than as a full evidence of his creative 
• 

power. But the very perfection of his technique, at its height at the 

time of his death, speaks plainly of the value of these formative 

years. 

From the first his work was animated by a spirit of unceasing 

inquiry, which projected itself not only into suitable art forms, but 

into his own instincts as an artist. The daily evidence of contem

porary painting (in Chicago) forced his modesty out of propor

tion, but it did not alter his ideas. The processes of his thought upon 
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the solution of a problem, as well as the solution itself, never lacked 

sureness; yet always in his work he searched his instinct as if to 

disprove it, preferring to find himself wrong rather than right. He 

did not hesitate to make his statement; but just what, he asked 

himself, was the right form for presenting that statement directly 

and intelligently? In searching for confirmation, he was imme

diately impressed by Chinese and Japanese art through a natural 

sympathy for a flawlessly selected and organized art of decoration. 

As a result, he learned to use the Chinese brush with Oriental 

skill. Many of his designs are based on studies made from a hand

book of drawings by Hokusai, prepared for students by the J apa

nese master. This one extraneous influence served to further his 

growth as a decorator, but not until he was ready to follow the 

manner of his own genius was he able to produce decorations on a 

wall which had the same life and character found in the drawings 

in his notebook. 

From his earliest work he showed a definite inclination toward 

a use of decorative, conventionalized form rather than any literal 

interpretation of nature. His notebooks of the early period show 

him making a careful record, first of the surfaces of objects, then of 

their underlying organization and design-the first evidences of 

.his lifelong attempt to understand outward surfaces by probing 

for inward structure. In his student days at the Art Institute of 

Chicago he had observed a basic difference between his own de

veloping point of view and that of the influence around him. He 

preferred to study from nature, and not from the technique of a 

current painting tradition. Lacking the ego-centricity to declare 
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nique. Indeed the three were one, and it was this trinity that 

Norton looked for and found in every work of art. Because he saw 

the idea always as the engendering cause of the others, he ridi

culed teaching ''design'' and ''technique'' as if they existed by 

themselves. 

He insisted upon the error of all ''systems'' of drawing taught 

in art schools, as if draftsmanship were calligraphy. For he could 

see no reason for making a drawing unless there was a particular 

idea to record; the drawing itself was the thought, and its manner 

expedient to the best possible presentation. ''Systems'' denied the 

simple fact that each thought demanded its own manner of ex

pression; and more than that, they barred the necessity of thought, 

and produced drawings which were little more than the substitu

tion of a kind of automatic penmanship for a graphic idea. For no 

matter how clever or facile the drawing, if it were empty of 

thought it was useless. And with all ''systems'' of design he had a 

like quarrel, as with ''systems'' for the choice and use of color. 

They all imposed extraneous manners upon the artist, when man

ners should come from within, since their reason is the impetus 
• 

of necessity dictated by an idea. 

When teaching drawing from a model, Norton asked students 

to disregard all surface detail, all accidental effects of light, and 

instead to project upon paper the elemental structure of the big, 

important forms, relating each to the other in space. Not until 

they could define and place in spatial relationship these elemental 

solid forms were they entitled to the use of what he called ''orna

ment," the anatomical variations of surface, texture, and the ef-
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fects produced by a particular light and atmosphere. These ele

mental forms he conceived as variations of simple geometrical 

solids. Analyzing their combination, varying with each pose of 

the model, he explained their structure and arrangement in terms 

of axes, angles, planes, sections. In the exposition of every prob

lem he spoke forcefully, logically, often profoundly, illustrating 

each point with skillful drawings and diagrams. 

To him the primary problem of painting was the placing of 

forms in their proper relation to three-dimensional space. Unless 

forms were logically built in and related to a certain space, the 

painter had failed in the first requisite of his art. He had ceased 

using nature as his reference book. The construction of a form 

might with great logic and clarity be developed dimension by 

dimension, from axis, to flat surface, to rounded solid, each di

mension growing naturally out of the other in measured and 

proper order. 
* * *

Norton approached his work in a spirit remote from the trend 

of modern painting. The world around him was of vastly greater 

importance and interest to his mind than the small center his 

own ego happened to occupy, and his work was always as imper

sonal as he could make it. The purpose of art was to communicate 

a plastic_idea, so he insisted upon intelligible means of communi

cation, and upon ideas impersonal enough to be generally inter

esting. A public art addressed to all men in public places, a 

revival of the art of decorating great wall spaces, seemed to him 

during his last years the only means by which painting might 
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return to health and its right function. He had a great disgust for

those self-important painters who thrust their ''emotional'' lives 

bet�een their subjects and their audience, and believed that as 

long as painters nursed their egos and their tradition of ''self

expression'' so tenderly, painting would continue its decline into 

meaninglessness. Only when painters participated in the life and 

motivating ideas of men around them could art have its fullest 

character and significance, and until painters got off their roman

tic rocking horses, they deserved the uninterested public that 

''misunderstood'' them. 

Norton's work sprang always from a curiosity about the mys

tery of the world around him-never from aesthetic theory, nor

any desire to express the importance of his own individual soul. 

Unless an idea by its very force demanded a canvas, he did not 

paint. Unlike so many painters, he could not go through the auto

matic motions of filling canvas after canvas with nothing but a

desire to paint well. A picture was not an idea about art, but an

idea about the world, recorded in terms of art. Art never became 

an end in itself; to Norton it was rather a means whereby he might 

come to a deeper understanding of his life. 

This search for understanding was the reason behind the 

beauty, fidelity and variety of John Norton's work. In a letter 

written shortly before his death, gratitude for the adventure of 

that search filled his heart, and he wrote, ''What we search for is 

the superior man, and when we find him we know it; and we take 

him to our houses and sit with him before our pifion fires. And 

first we confess our great ignorance, and then we each for the other
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